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S U M M A R Y 

During the accretion stage, large impacts provided sufficient energy to melt the entire mantle 
into a terrestrial magma ocean. Processes occurring in the magma ocean ma y ha ve led to the 
formation of heterogeneities still found in modern ocean island basalts. So far, no definitive 
mechanism exists to explain the survi v al of earl y hetero geneities for approximatel y 4.5 Ga. 
Addressing this question requires understanding the efficiency of convective mixing during 

both the early molten and the solid-state stages experienced by the Earth’s mantle. While 
mixing in the solid mantle and in an essentially crystallized magma ocean has been relati vel y 

well documented, the efficiency of convective mixing in a liquid magma ocean has received 

less attention. In this paper we characterized the mixing efficiency of a convecting fluid in 

a rotating spherical shell, accounting for inertial ef fects, b y computing finite-time Lyapunov 

exponents (i.e. the Lagrangian strain rate). We conducted a series of numerical experiments for 
a regime where the influence of the buoyancy force dominates that of rotation and we derived 

scaling laws to predict the mixing efficiency. We found that for a terrestrial magma ocean, in 

its fully liquid state, mixing time is of the order of a few minutes or less, even for initially 

large ( ∼1000 km) hetero geneities. Therefore, passi ve earl y mantle hetero geneities cannot 
survi ve a full y molten magma ocean stage. This suggests that short-lived heterogeneities (e.g. 
182 Hf −182 W) were either created at the end of the accretional stage, or were stored in deeper 
regions of the Earth. 
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1  I N T RO D U C T I O N  

The compositionall y hetero geneous nature of the Earth’s mantle is 
re vealed b y geochemical dif ferences recorded between mid-ocean 
ridge basalts (MORBs) and ocean island basalts (OIB). Isotopic 
systems with long-lived radioactive parent elements (i.e. half-life 
of billions of years) inform us on mantle processes that occurred 
over long geological timescales. For example, the long-term history 
of melt extraction, the subduction of ancient oceanic crust and conti- 
nental sediments, along with their storage prior to their entrainment 
by mantle plumes (Hofmann & White 1982 ). 

Recentl y, hetero geneous mantle domains have been defined based 
on isotopic ratios from short-lived radioactive parent elements 
(Touboul et al. 2012 ; Horan et al. 2018 ; Rizo et al. 2019 ). For these 
parent–daughter pairs, the parent element has such a short half-life 
that it became extinct soon after the formation of the solar system. 
Consequently, isotopic anomalies observed for these systems can 
only result from fractionation processes that occurred very early 
in the Earth’s history . The Hafnium–T ungsten (Hf–W) systematics 
offers a clear example: 182 Hf has a half-life of ∼8.9 Myr, thus after 
50 Myr no more daughter isotope 182 W could be produced. It was 
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therefore a major discovery to find anomalous μ182 W (i.e. ppm de- 
viations relative to a terrestrial standard) in present-da y la vas from 

Hawaii, Samoa, Iceland, Gal ápagos and La R éunion (Mundl et al. 
2017 ; Rizo et al. 2019 ; Mundl-Petermeier et al. 2019 ; Jackson et al. 
2020 ; Peters et al. 2021 ). 

Despite the valuable information conv e yed by isotopic sys- 
tems, geochemical data provide indirect constraints on mantle 
heterogeneity, because they rely on the interpretation of time- 
integrated data collected at specific locations at the Earth’s sur- 
face. A consistent interpretation of geochemical data requires 
accounting for the evolving conv ectiv e dynamics of the man- 
tle. This is because convection generates deformations that pro- 
gressi vel y homo genize hetero geneities, via the repeated action of 
stretching and folding combined with diffusion at smaller length 
scales (Ottino 1989 ; Olson et al. 1984 ; Gurnis 1986 ; Hoffman & 

McKenzie 1985 ). In this framework, the isotopic signatures from 

long-li ved radioacti ve parent elements have raised the question 
of the ability of heterogeneities to survive in a solid, yet vig- 
orously convecting mantle. This has been the subject of a num- 
ber of studies since the 1980s (e.g. Tackley 2015 , and references 
therein). 
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Ho wever , the isotopic anomalies recently measured for the short-
i ved radio genic systems pose a ne w, fundamental question of the
bility of ancient (Hadean) heterogeneities to survive through most
f the Earth’s history. The physical conditions that pre v ailed dur-
ng the early Earth were considerabl y dif ferent from that of the
olid-state convecting mantle. Indeed, this time period is character-
zed by extreme events that inevitably resulted in e xtensiv e melting
pisodes. Impacts of planetesimals and planetary embryos gener-
ted enormous amounts of heat during the end of the accretion
hase. In particular, the giant Moon-forming impact likely melted
he entire Earth and formed a global silicate magma ocean (Steven-
on 1987 ; Solomatov & Stevenson 1993 ; Abe 1997 ; Canup 2008 ;
ubie et al. 2015 ). Smaller and repeated impacts may also have
aused multiple events of shallow magma oceans (Elkins-Tanton
012 ). These substantial sources of heat were supplemented by in-
ense earl y radio genic heating and the gravitational energy released
y core formation, implying that the Earth most likely experienced
t least one global magma ocean stage (Senshu et al. 2002 ; Monteux
t al. 2009 ; Samuel et al. 2010 ). 

The presence of a magma ocean leads to radicall y dif ferent con-
 ectiv e dynamics compared to that of the solid-state mantle. The
ey quantity responsible for these differences is the silicate dy-
amic viscosity, η. At solid-state, experiments (Karato & Wu 1993 )
nd postglacial rebound studies (Mitrovica & Forte 2004 ) infer η ∼
0 20 –10 22 Pa s. While these values are relati vel y high, they nonethe-
ess lead to Rayleigh numbers Ra ∝ 1/ η (characterizing the convec-
ive vigour) ranging between 10 6 and 10 8 . This enables the mantle
o convect vigorously, but in the laminar (creep) regime where the
randtl number Pr ∝ η (whose inverse expresses the importance of

nertia) is larger than 10 21 . 
For a fully molten silicate mantle, experiments (Rubie et al. 2003 ;

iebske et al. 2005 ) and ab initio calculations (Karki & Stixrude
010 ) indicate that the viscosity drops by 20 orders of magnitude or
ore ( η ∼ 10 −3 –10 2 Pa s) compared to that of the solid-state mantle.
uch low viscosities lead to the following distinct dynamics: (i) The
onv ectiv e vigour in a magma ocean at Ra ∼ 10 30 (Solomatov 2015 )
esults in conv ectiv e motions that are orders of magnitude faster than
n the solid-state case. (ii) With Pr ∼ 10 −1 – 10 4 , about 20 orders
f magnitude smaller than for the solid-state mantle, inertia can no
onger be neglected. This leads to a different style of convective
ynamics (Grossmann & Lohse 2000 ) where turbulence, otherwise
bsent in a solid-state mantle, now plays a dominant role. (iii) The
ow magma ocean viscosity implies that rotational effects may affect
he dynamics, with Ekman number Ek ∝ η (expressing the relative
mportance of viscous forces to the Coriolis force) as low as Ek ∼
0 −13 − 10 −14 (Maas et al. 2021 ). 

The extremely turbulent flow of the magma ocean transports
eat very ef ficientl y compared to the laminar flow and the slow
onv ectiv e cooling of the solid mantle. Consequently, the lifetime of
 magma ocean is shor t. 1-D ther mal evolution models have shown
hat a magma ocean could last from 1000 yr to a million years in
he presence of a thick atmosphere (Solomatov 2000 ; Lebrun et al.
013 ; Nikolaou et al. 2019 ; Salvador et al. 2017 ; Lichtenberg et al.
021 ). 

Previous works focusing on conv ectiv e mixing processes in the
olid mantle and in the magma ocean, have addressed different ques-
ions. The solid mantle stage is by far the most studied because it is

ore easily accessible to numerical and analogue modelling. Pio-
eering 2-D simulations (Hof fman & McK enzie 1985 ; Olson et al.
984 ; Christensen 1989 ) showed that the size of the heterogeneities
ecreases exponentially with time, leading to efficient mixing, in
greement with conclusions in Gurnis ( 1986 ) and in K ello gg &
urcotte ( 1987 ) that a few kilometres thick subducted crust gets
educed to a few centimetres by conv ectiv e stirring. 3-D kinematic
odels, accounting for both poloidal and toroidal flow components,

evealed that well-mixed domains, with exponential stretching, can
oe xist ne xt to poorly mixed domains, where laminar stretching
re v ails (Ferrachat & Ricard 1998 ). Ho wever , there is a general
greement (v an K eken et al. 2002 ; Coltice & Schmalzl 2006 ; Tack-
ey 2015 ) that passi ve hetero geneities (i.e. hetero geneities that have
imilar properties than the surrounding fluid, hence not affecting the
ynamics) have a short lifetime with respect to the age of the Earth.
tudies that considered rheological heterogeneities found that more
iscous mantle domains are less stretched and can be preserved
or longer timescales (Manga 1996 ; Becker et al. 1999 ; Ballmer
t al. 2017 ; G ülcher et al. 2020 ). Similarl y, compositionall y denser
eterogeneities can remain unmixed for longer periods, as shown
n Farnetani & Samuel ( 2003 ) who relied on Lyapunov exponents
o measure mixing efficiency. The aforementioned studies only ac-
ount for large-scale conv ectiv e motions, nonetheless small-scale
onvection can significantl y af fect the mixing time by reducing it
rom billions of years to hundreds of millions of years (Samuel &
ing 2014 ). Other studies have investigated the influence of vis-

osity reduction induced by either temperature increase from the
resence of insulating continental lids (Samuel et al. 2011 ) and
otter early evolutionary stages (Maurice et al. 2017 ), or associated
ith lowermost mantle phase changes (Samuel & Tosi 2012 ). They

ound that small ef fecti ve viscosity strongl y enhances stirring ef-
ciency by increasing the magnitude of convective velocities and

he time dependence of the flow. Earlier studies (e.g. Olson et al.
984 ; Gurnis 1986 ) that underlined the positive correlation between
he magnitude of conv ectiv e v elocities and stirring efficiency are in
greement with this result. 

In the context of magma oceans, analogue experiments of impact-
nduced mixing (Deguen et al. 2011 , 2014 ; Landeau et al. 2021 ),
eodynamic considerations and numerical modelling (Rubie et al.
003 ; Ricard et al. 2009 ; Samuel et al. 2010 ) focused on two main
ssues: The first one is to quantify the degree of chemical and iso-
opic equilibration between the metallic core of the impactor and
he silicate magma ocean, which affects the partitioning of chem-
cal species between the core and the mantle (see Carlson et al.
014 , and references therein). Deguen et al. ( 2014 ) showed that if
he impactor size is small compared to the magma ocean depth, the
quilibration can be fast, because turbulent mixing increases the
etal-silicate interfacial area. Instead, for large impactor size, the
o w evolves to wards metallic diapirs that sink rapidly, with lim-

ted chemical interactions (Samuel et al. 2010 ; Dahl & Stevenson
010 ; Wacheul et al. 2014 ). Recently, Landeau et al. ( 2021 ) derived
caling laws from impact-induced mixing experiments and found
hat the mass transfer between metal and silicates is larger (up to
0 times) than previous estimates. Although the above-mentioned
 orks in vestigated mixing processes in terrestrial magma oceans,

hey did not account for natural convection or rotation. By account-
ng for both conv ectiv e motions and rotational effects in spherical
eometry Maas et al. ( 2021 ) revealed that the extent of metal-
ilicate equilibration of incoming impactors in a magma ocean also
epends on the latitude of the impact. This could provide a mech-
nism to generate zonal heterogeneities, because at high latitudes
he impact-delivered metal droplets have a limited dispersion in the
agma ocean and their settling is fast, contrary to what is observed

or low latitude impacts. 
Similarly, other studies that considered conv ectiv e dynamics in

 magma ocean focused on the interpla y betw een ne wl y formed
rystals and the convecting magma ocean. Numerical simulations in
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Cartesian domains (Maas & Hansen 2015 ) or in spherical geometry 
(Maas & Hansen 2019 ) revealed that the depth and the location of 
crystal accumulation are affected by the rotational strength of the 
planet. These analogue and numerical experiments have generally 
showed that it is possible to create heterogeneities in a silicate 
magma ocean. 

To the best of our knowledge, no studies have characterized the 
mixing of passive heterogeneities associated with the conv ectiv e 
dynamics of a fully molten terrestrial magma ocean. Therefore, in 
this paper we conducted numerical experiments of convection in a 
fully molten medium in a spherical shell to characterize the stirring 
efficiency. We focus on the regime where the Coriolis force (rota- 
tion) is weak compared to buoyancy forcing (convection), which 
is plausible for a terrestrial magma ocean (Solomatov 2015 ; Ho ̈ınk 
et al. 2006 ; Moeller & Hansen 2013 ). Uncertainties on the values of 
the physical quantities associated with magma oceans (e.g. viscos- 
ity, rotation period) imply that regimes where rotation dominates 
the dynamics may also be rele v ant to terrestrial magma oceans (e.g. 
Moeller & Hansen 2013 ; Maas & Hansen 2015 , 2019 ) ho wever , we 
will defer these cases to a future study. We derived scaling laws to 
predict the mixing times for passive heterogeneities in a convect- 
ing fluid with homogeneous physical properties (e.g. viscosity or 
density). 

We first describe the numerical model used for liquid-state con- 
vection, our computational approach to measure the stirring effi- 
ciency, and the benchmark we performed to validate our method. 
Then, we discuss the structures of the different regimes of con- 
v ection observ ed in our simulations. Focusing on the regime of 
convection dominated by the buoyancy force, we derive scaling 
laws for the characteristics of the flow and verify its rele v ance to a 
magma ocean’s conditions. Following this, we define the processes 
which control stirring and develop a scaling law for the stirring effi- 
ciency . Finally , we apply our scaling laws to predict the mixing time 
for passive heterogeneities of various initial sizes in a vigorously 
convecting terrestrial magma ocean, and discuss the implications 
on the origin and the storage of early heterogeneities imprinted in 
present-da y la vas. 

2  N U M E R I C A L  M O D E L  A N D  M E T H O D S  

We model finite Prandtl number convection under the Boussinesq 
approximation in a rotating spherical shell. The dimensionless inner 
radius r i = 1 and outer radius r o = 2, leading to an aspect ratio r i / r o 
= 0.5. Both boundaries are kept at a constant temperature: T o = 

0 at the top and T i = � T at the bottom, where � T is the super- 
adiabatic temperature difference that driv es conv ectiv e motions. 
We use free-slip boundary conditions that are appropriate for a fully 
molten mantle with no stagnant lid at the top, and with a liquid core 
at the bottom. To normalize the governing equations we use the 
length-scale L = r o − r i , which corresponds to the thickness of the 
conv ectiv e shell, the temperature scale � T and the time scale L 

2 / ν, 
where the kinematic viscosity ν is the ratio of dynamic viscosity 
over density ( ν = η/ ρ). 

The dimensionless equations that describe this system are: 
The conservation of mass: 

∇ · u = 0 , (1) 

the conservation of energy: 

∂ t T + u · ∇ T = 

1 

P r 
∇ 

2 T , (2) 
and the conservation of momentum: 

∂ t u + u · ∇u − ∇ 

2 u + 

2 

Ek 
e z × u + ∇ P = 

Ra 

P r 

r 

r o 
T , (3) 

where u is the velocity vector, T is the temperature, P is the dynamic 
pressure, e z is a unit vector parallel to the direction of the rotation 
axis and r the unit vector parallel to gravity. From left to right, the 
terms of the momentum equation correspond to inertial effects (ac- 
celeration and advection), momentum diffusion, the Coriolis force, 
the driving of the flow via pressure gradients, and the buoyancy 
force. Even though the focus of this study is the regime where rota- 
tional effects are negligible, we purposely kept the Coriolis term in 
the equation to ensure a posteriori that we did not artificially bias the 
dynamics by not including the rotational effect in the mathematical 
formulation of the problem. 

The dimensionless governing parameters that appear in the above 
equations are the Rayleigh number Ra , the Prandtl number Pr and 
the Ekman number Ek : 

R a = 

αg �T L 

3 

νκ
P r = 

ν

κ
Ek = 

ν

	L 

2 
, (4) 

where α is the thermal expansion coefficient, g the gravity accelera- 
tion, κ the thermal dif fusi vity, which are all assumed to be constant. 
Similarly, the viscosity η is assumed to be constant. Ra expresses 
the vigour of convection and corresponds to the ratio of the driving 
thermal buoyancy force over resisting effects (thermal and momen- 
tum diffusion). Pr is the ratio of momentum dif fusi vity over heat 
dif fusi vity, and its inverse characterizes the importance of inertial 
ef fects. Finall y, Ek is the ratio of the viscous force over the Coriolis 
force, where 	 (rad s −1 ) is the rotational speed about e z . Hence, 
rotational effects increase with decreasing the Ekman number. 

The spherical geometry we considered is moti v ated b y se veral 
reasons: (1) global terrestrial magma oceans are confined to spheri- 
cal shells, (2) this geometry is the most suitable to include the effect 
of the Coriolis force on the global scale, (3) at high Reynolds num- 
ber values expected for a fully molten magma ocean turbulence is 
a fully 3-D phenomenon and (4) even in absence of rotation, Carte- 
sian geometries with periodic side boundaries generate strong zonal 
flows, which prevent the development of convective motions (Wang 
2020 ). 

We used the code PAR ODY-JA (Dorm y 1997 ; Aubert 2019 ; Scha- 
ef fer 2013 ) initiall y de veloped to model Boussinesq convection and 
magnetic induction at finite Prandtl number in a rotating spherical 
shell. The code relies on a poloidal-toroidal decomposition to en- 
sure a solenoidal velocity field and was successfully benchmarked 
(Christensen et al. 2001 ). The governing equations are solved us- 
ing a finite-difference scheme parallelized with the MPI library 
along the radial direction, and a spectral method parallelized using 
OpenMP directives for the angular coordinates. A standard grid res- 
olution for our simulations would be n r = 350 points in the radial 
direction and spherical harmonics of degree l and order m of 200. 
n r is chosen as to ensure that at least 10 points are present in each 
ther mal boundar y lay er, w hich is obtained via refining the grid close 
to the boundaries of the domain. We made several modifications to 
adapt PARODY-JA for the modelling of a silicate magma ocean: we 
removed the magnetic induction terms and equations, and we set 
a constant gravity profile with radius r , which is more appropriate 
for the Earth’s mantle (Dziewonski & Anderson 1981 ). Our main 
addition to the code was the implementation of a routine to measure 
the efficiency of convective stirring, as described below. 
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.1 Computational approach to measure the stirring 
fficiency 

e estimated the efficiency of convective stirring using the Finite-
ime Lyapunov Exponents (FTLEs), which provide a measure of

he strain rate along Lagrangian particle trajectories. FTLEs char-
cterize the deformation speed of a small, initially spherical, fluid
arcel (McKenzie 1979 ). This method has already been used to
tudy mixing properties and to derive mixing times in the mantle
Ferrachat & Ricard 2001 ; Farnetani & Samuel 2003 ; Coltice &
chmalzl 2006 ; Tackley 2015 ) and in geophysical flows. 
The FTLE computation follows the approach described in Far-

etani & Samuel ( 2003 ). It considers the deformation of a fluid
arcel of size ξ around a particle advected by the flow. Between two
nstants t 0 and t 1 the parcel will travel from x 0 to x 1 and will deform
nd rotate, leading to a change in ξ from ξ 0 to ξ 1 as follows: 

1 = M( x 0 , t 0 ; x 1 , t 1 ) ξ0 , (5) 

here M is a linear operator that contains the information about the
efor mation histor y in the vicinity of the Lag rangian par ticle. M
s obtained by integrating the following equation, with the velocity
radients around a particle, along its trajectory: 

dM 

dt 
= D x u ( x ( t ) , t ) M . (6) 

e use M to compute the right Cauchy–Green strain tensor M 

T M ,
hose eigenvalues σ i (with i = 1, 2, 3) represent deformation along

he principal perpendicular axes and allow us to compute the FTLEs
sing: 

i = 

1 

2 

(
1 

t 1 − t 0 

)
ln σi . (7) 

In 3-D space there are three eigenvalues corresponding to three
if ferent FTLE v alues: λ1 > λ2 > λ3 . The incompressibility con-
traint imposes that their sum is equal to zero at all times. The
aximum (positive) FTLE, λ1 , characterizes the stretching along

ne principal direction, while the minimum (and ne gativ e) FTLE,

3 , represents the maximum shrinking of the fluid parcel. 
Once the simulations have reached a statistically steady-state

tage, the system has forgotten its initial condition, and we ran-
omly seed Lagrangian tracers in the spherical shell domain. We use
assive tracers to track heterogeneities that have the same physical
roperties (e.g. density, viscosity) as the surrounding fluid. These
assive tracers are therefore advected by the flow without affecting
t. We then compute the FTLEs along the Lagrangian trajectories
escribed by each tracer. This approach results in large sets of cou-
led ordinary differential equations (ODE), which are numerically
ntegrated using a total variation diminishing (TVD) Runge–Kutta
cheme (Harten 1984 ). The number of tracers is of the same order as
he number of nodes used for the spatial resolution of the governing
ow equations. For a standard case we typically use n r = 350 points

n the radial direction, spherical harmonics of degree l and order m
f 200, leading to n r × l × m = 14 × 10 6 tracers. We tested the
nfluence of the number of tracers on our results by considering up
o eight times more tracers (e.g. eight tracers per grid node instead
f one) and found that the difference in the final values of the Lya-
unov exponents is very small ( < 0.1 per cent), thereby confirming
he robustness of our results using one tracer per node. 
.2 Numerical benchmark of the FTLE computation 

e benchmarked our implementation of the FTLE computation
gainst an analytical solution of the Navier–Stokes equations, the
BC flow (Arnold 1965 ) in a Cartesian periodic domain ( x , y , z ): 

u x = A sin z + C cos y, u y = B sin x + A cos z, 

u z = C sin y + B cos x . (8) 

Following Babaee et al. ( 2017 ) we set the value of the parameters
o A = 

√ 

3 , B = 

√ 

2 and C = 1. This generates chaotic Lagrangian
rajectories (Dombre et al. 1986 ; Haller 2001 ). We compute the
TLE for one particle initially located at x = 4, y = 0.6 and z = 0 in

he domain. Fig. 1 (a) shows the trajectory of a single tracer within
 periodic square domain of length 2 π travelling along a streamline
n the chaotic flow. We compute the FTLEs both anal yticall y and us-
ng our routine with a second-order TVD Runge–Kutta integration
cheme. Fig. 1 (b) shows time evolution of the positive, intermedi-
te, and ne gativ e FTLEs obtained using numerical and analytical
olutions. Both solutions give similar results in good agreement
ith Babaee et al. ( 2017 ). We also verified that the sum of the three

xponents remains close to zero (as expected for a solenoidal flow).
his is shown in Fig. 1 (c) where the sum of the FTLE is smaller

han 7 × 10 −7 at all times. These results validate our implementa-
ion of the FTLE approach. In the following, we refer to λ1 as λ
ince we e xclusiv ely focus on the value of the maximum exponent
o characterize the stirring efficiency. 

The computation of the Lyapunov exponents requires the in-
egration of two systems of coupled ODEs associated with each
agrangian tracer (Samuel 2018 ). One corresponds to the advec-

ion of the tracer, and the other to the computation of the right
auchy–Green deformation tensor (eq. 6 ). 
Since we use passive Lagrangian tracers, the FTLE computation

s not subject to a Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy stability criterion along
ach spatial direction: u � t < � h , with u the corresponding velocity
omponent, � t the time step and � h the grid spacing, unlike the time
nteg ration perfor med in PARODY-JA. Therefore, we can decouple
he two systems and use a larger integration time step for the FTLEs.
o wever , increasing the time step associated with the computation
f the FTLEs and the advection of the tracers, � t FTLE , will degrade
he precision of the numerical solution. We therefore performed

ultiple tests to determine the optimal value for � t FTLE yielding
oth a good precision and a reduced computational time. Fig. 2 (a)
hows the total computational time associated with PARODY alone
circles) or with both PARODY and the FTLE computation (squares)
s a function of � t FTLE / � t PARODY , where � t PARODY is the time step
sed for solving the equations of motion. Note that the total com-
utational time for PARODY alone depends on � t FTLE / � t PARODY 

ecause the time associated with the output of the velocity field in-
reases with smaller values of � t FTLE / � t PARODY (i.e. more frequent
utput of the velocity fields). Using a second-order Runge–Kutta
cheme with � t FTLE = 50 � t PARODY results in a negligible extra-cost
ssociated with the FTLEs for a typical problem size composed of
50 radial points and spherical harmonics of degree and order l =
 = 200. 
We define λmean , the arithmetic spatial mean of the FTLEs aver-

ged over 50 time steps. Fig. 2 (b) shows the error on λmean for first-,
econd- and third-order Runge-Kutta TVD integration schemes as a
unction of � t FTLE / � t PARODY . The error is computed with respect to
he solution obtained using a third-order Runge–Kutta and � t FTLE =
 t PARODY . Using a second-order Runge–Kutta method with � t FTLE 

 50 � t PARODY results in an error of 1.9 per cent for the computation
f λmean . Therefore, this larger time step for the FTLE computation
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Figure 1. (a) Trajectory of a tracer in an ABC flow where A = 

√ 

3 , B = 

√ 

2 and C = 1 inside a periodic square domain of length 2 π . The colour of the 
trajectory represents time, blue and red crosses indicate the initial and final position, respecti vel y. (b) Anal ytical (lines) and numerical (squares) computation 
of the maximum λ1 (blue), intermediate λ2 (green) and minimum λ3 (red) Lyapunov exponents for a tracer in the same ABC flow. The numerical solution is 
computed using a second-order TVD Runge–Kutta integration scheme. (c) Time evolution of the sum of the FTLEs. 

Figure 2. (a) Total computation time as a function of � t FTLE / � t PARODY , the ratio of the time step associated with the FTLEs over the time step associated 
with the computation of the temperature and velocity fields. The green dots correspond to the computation of the flow alone (PARODY-JA), the red squares 
represent the computation time for PARODY-JA together with the FTLE computation. (b) Error associated with the estimate of the arithmetic average finite-time 
Lyapunov exponent for different Runge–Kutta (RK) TVD schemes as a function of � t FTLE / � t PARODY . The value used for the FTLE is the arithmetic mean of 
the FTLE over 50 time steps after the computation converged asymptotically. The error is based on simulations using a 3rd order Runge–Kutta and � t FTLE = 

� t PARODY . 
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ef fecti vel y removes the extra-cost at the expense of only a small 
error on λmean . 

3  R E S U LT S  

We performed simulations with Ra = [10 3 − 10 9 ], Ek = [10 −5 −
10 −1 ] and a constant Prandtl number Pr = 1. By exploring a broad 
range of Rayleigh and Ekman numbers we identified different flow 

regimes, which are dominated either by the thermal buoyancy force 
or by the Coriolis force. Our focus is to establish a proper under- 
standing of stirring processes in a non-linear (turbulent) regime of 
convection dominated by the buoyancy force with inertial effects. 
This regime is rele v ant to a terrestrial magma ocean and is the 
closest to the classical Rayleigh–B énard convection. 

3.1 Non-linear regimes of rotating convection 

The dynamic regimes are determined by the balance between the 
buoyancy and the Coriolis forces. To describe the competition be- 
tween the two forces, we rely on the conv ectiv e Rossby number: 

R o c = 

R a 1 / 2 Ek 

P r 1 / 2 
, (9) 
defined in Gastine et al. ( 2016 ) as a proxy for the ratio of the buoy- 
ancy force to the Coriolis force. Low values of Ro c correspond to 
regimes dominated by the Coriolis force and high values to regimes 
dominated by the buoyancy force. For example, for Ra = 10 8 and 
within the range Ek = [2.5 × 10 −5 − 10 −2 ], we identified flows 
with different structures and characterized the driving force of the 
flow using Ro c . Fig. 3 shows the temperature field for three dif- 
ferent flow regimes with varying rotational effects. In Fig. 3 (a) we 
observe turbulent convective structures rising from the base of the 
domain towards the surface of the shell, with no visible impact of 
rotation. The flow appears to be dominated by the buoyancy force, 
with Ro c � 1, and is compatible with the regime of non-rotating 
convection where rotational effects are weak. At lower Ekman num- 
ber (Fig. 3 b) and Ro c = 2.5, both conv ectiv e and rotational effects 
have an impact on the flow structure. In this case the conv ectiv e up- 
wellings start to be deviated by the zonal rotational flow around the 
equatorial axis, and columns parallel to the equatorial axis develop. 
This corresponds to a transitional regime, where both the rotational 
zonal flow and conv ectiv e structures coe xist. In this re gime small 
changes in the balance between the buoyancy and the Coriolis force 
can lead to a flow dominated by either force. At even lower Ek- 
man number (Fig. 3 c), the Coriolis force dominates and rotational 
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Figure 3. Dimensionless temperature field represented in a quarter of the spherical shell at fixed Ra = 10 8 and Pr = 1. (a) At Ekman number Ek = 10 −2 the 
regime is dominated by the buoyancy force. (b) At Ek = 2.5 × 10 −4 the regime is transitional. (c) At Ek = 2.5 × 10 −5 the regime is rotation-dominated. For 
each case we also provide the conv ectiv e Rossby number Ro c . The difference observed in flow regime from (a) to (c) is an effect of lowering the supercriticality 
R = R a Ek 4 / 3 (Gastine et al. 2016 ) from R ∼ 2 × 10 5 to R ∼ 73 . 

Figure 4. Dimensionless radial profiles of the horizontally averaged tem- 
perature for numerical experiments at Ra = 10 8 and for various Ekman 
numbers. 
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f fects essentiall y control the flow. This corresponds to a rotation-
ominated regime where a zonal flow strongly damps the conv ectiv e
tructures. 

Fig. 4 shows the radial temperature profile for the cases dis-
layed in Fig. 3 . For Ek = 10 −2 , the profile is purely conv ectiv e,
ith constant temperature in the bulk and well-developed thermal
oundary layers, as expected when the flow is dominated by the
uoyancy force. The relati vel y cold average bulk temperature ob-
erved occurs because of the spherical curvature and the resulting
ssociated asymmetry at the inner and outer boundary layers due
o the aspect ratio. This results in a larger temperature drop at the
ase of the domain (Gastine et al. 2015 ). For Ek = 10 −4 , the im-
act of rotational effects creates a temperature gradient in the bulk,
ut a non-negligible part of the temperature gradient still occurs
n the ther mal boundar y layers, indicating the coexistence of rota-
ional and conv ectiv e effects of comparable magnitude (transitional
egime). For Ek = 2.5 × 10 −5 , the temperature profile is essentially
if fusi ve, such that most of the temperature variation occurs across
he entire shell. This results from the dominant Coriolis force that
nduces a strong zonal flow. 
Consequentl y, b y using both Ro c (Fig. 3 ) and the temperature
rofiles (Fig. 4 ) we can discriminate among the different regimes of
on-linear rotating convection. 

.2 Buoy anc y-dominated r egime 

o better describe the conv ectiv e dynamics of the buoyancy-
ominated re gime, we deriv ed scaling laws for the Nusselt number
nd for the conv ectiv e Re ynolds number. The Nusselt number, that
s the ratio of conv ectiv e heat flux to the conductive heat flux taken
t the outer radius, is defined as: 

Nu = 

r o 
r i 

Q L 

ρ C p κ �T 
, (10) 

here Q is the conv ectiv e heat flux per unit surface at the outer
oundary, ρ the fluid density and C p the specific heat at constant
ressure. The conv ectiv e Re ynolds number characterizes the root
ean squared (RMS) velocity: 

Re c = 

√ √ √ √ 2 
l max ∑ 

l= 1 

l ∑ 

m = 1 
e m 

l , (11) 

here e is the dimensionless kinetic energy density (i.e. the ki-
etic energy per unit volume) and the overbar indicates arithmetic
v eraging ov er the entire spherical shell domain. 

In this regime, the flow is mainly controlled by the intensity of
onvection and is similar to the classical Rayleigh–B énard convec-
ion without rotation. Therefore, at constant Pr , the quantities asso-
iated with the flow scale only with the Rayleigh number. Fig. 5 (a)
hows the Nusselt number obtained for cases with different Ra val-
es and for Ek = [10 −3 − 10 −1 ] in the buoyancy-dominated regime,
eading to the following scaling: 

Nu = (0 . 081 ± 0 . 006) Ra 0 . 336 ±0 . 004 . (12) 

Gastine et al. ( 2016 ) inferred an asymptotic scaling Nu NR ∝ Ra 1/3 ,
ith Nu NR the Nusselt number in the non-rotating regime of
on-linear convection in a spherical shell. Analogue experi-
ents by Cheng et al. ( 2015 ) and numerical simulations by
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Figure 5. (a) Nusselt number as a function of the Rayleigh number for 
buoyancy-dominated cases. The black line Nu = 0.081 Ra 0.336 is the fit to the 
numerical simulations. (b) Conv ectiv e Re ynolds number as a function of the 
Rayleigh number for the cases displayed in (a) along with the corresponding 
fit Re c = 0.17 Ra 0.497 . 

Figure 6. Nusselt number as a function of the Rayleigh number for Ek = 

[10 −2 − 10 −4 ]. The grey region represents the weakly non-linear regime 
(i.e. the onset of convection). The red region is the buoyancy-dominated 
regime, defined as the domain where the value of Nu lies within ±10 per 
cent of the prediction from eq. ( 12 ) (as displayed by the black dotted line). 

Figure 7. Regime diagram for our numerical experiments in the ( Ra , Ek ) 
space with Ro c indicated via the colour scale. Within the non-linear regime 
of convection we defined a buoyancy-dominated regime (red area), a tran- 
sitional regime and a rotation-dominated regime (white area). The weakly 
non-linear regime is indicated by a grey area, and cases that belong to this 
regime are not shown as they are irrele v ant to the study of terrestrial a 
magma ocean. 
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Iyer et al. ( 2020 ) found, respecti vel y, Nu = 0.075 Ra 0.322 and Nu 
= 0.0525 ± 0.006 Ra 0.331 ± 0.002 . The Nusselt number scaling we ob- 
tained is therefore consistent with theoretical, numerical and ana- 
logue experimental results. The differences are essentially in the 
pre-factors and likely result from differences in boundary condi- 
tions, geometr y and g ravity profile. Following a similar approach 
for the conv ectiv e Re ynolds number, we compared our scaling : 

Re c = (0 . 17 ± 0 . 03) Ra 0 . 497 ±0 . 009 , (13) 

(see Fig. 5 b) with the asymptotic scaling R e NR 
c ∼ R a 1 / 2 by Gastine 

et al. ( 2016 ), and with Re = (0.1555 ± 0.006) Ra 0.458 ± 0.006 

by Iyer et al. ( 2020 ). The good agreement between our results and 
previous studies indicates that in this re gime, where conv ectiv e mo- 
tions account for approximately 90 per cent of the kinetic energy, 
the conv ectiv e Re ynolds number behav es in the same way as the 
classical Reynolds number. In summary, the quantities characteriz- 
ing the flow in our numerical experiments behave in the same way as 
experimental, numerical and theoretical results from the literature 
for non-rotating convection. 

3.3 Boundary of the b uoy anc y-dominated r egime of 
convection 

The scaling laws we derived above for Nu and Re c are only valid 
within the buoyanc y-dominated re gime and cease to work as ro- 
tational effects significantly affect the flow. Simulations where the 
output parameters (i.e. Nu , Re c ) start deviating from the scaling laws 
display ed in F igs 5 (a) and (b) mark the boundary of the buoyancy- 
dominated regime. Therefore, we considered that the buoyancy- 
dominated regime of convection corresponds to the region in the 
( Ra , Nu ) space where the Nusselt number lies within ±10 per cent 
of the prediction obtained from eq. ( 12 ). Fig. 6 shows the Nusselt 
number for various cases associated with different values of Ra 
and Ek . The grey area for simulations with Nu < 1.4 is the weakly 
non-linear regime (i.e. the onset of convection) and is irrele v ant to 
the study of the magma ocean. The buoyancy-dominated regime as 
defined above is displayed in red, and simulations that lie within 
this region are considered for the characterization of the stirring 
efficiency. For cases where rotational effects become significant 
compared to conv ectiv e motions, the Nusselt number deviates from 

the prediction of eq. ( 12 ). Hence, the lower the Ek , the higher the 
Nu (or Ra ) necessary to reach the buoyancy-dominated regime. For 
multiple ( Ra , Ek ) values, this corresponds to the criterion Ra ≥
10 Ek −2 , defined using the limit of the buoyancy-dominated regime 
described above and in Fig. 6 . 
This criterion can be explained using the conv ectiv e Rossby num- 
ber, Ro c , which is a proxy for the relative importance of the buoy- 
ancy force compared to the Coriolis force (Gastine et al. 2016 ). 
Using eq. ( 9 ), the conv ectiv e Rossby number for Pr = 1 is Ro c =
Ra 1/2 Ek , or R a = R o 2 c Ek −2 . Hence, our criterion Ra ≥ 10 Ek −2 

corresponds to R o c ≥
√ 

10 ∼ 3 . 16 . R o c ∼ O( ∞ ) is characteristic 
of flows where the influence of both forces is comparable. There- 
fore, below this criterion the force balance shifts towards regimes 
where the dynamics is no longer dominated by conv ectiv e motions 
and rotational effects become relevant. 

Fig. 7 shows a regime diagram of our numerical experiments 
in the ( Ra , Ek ) space with Ro c indicated via the colour scale. The 
buoyanc y-dominated re gime is depicted in red and bounded by Ra 
> 10 Ek −2 ( Ro c � 3), and the weakly non-linear regime in grey is 
bounded by Nu > 1.4. In between both previous regimes, the white 
region delimits where non-linear convective dynamics are impacted 
by rotational effects. 
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Figure 8. Average positive finite-time Lyapunov exponent λmean as a func- 
tion of the Rayleigh number in the buoyanc y-dominated re gime. The black 
line corresponds to the fit λmean = 0.0084 Ra 0.734 . 
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.4 Stirring efficiency in the buoyancy-dominated regime 
f convection 

o characterize the stirring efficiency, we derived a scaling law for
he FTLE distribution. For each case pertaining to the buoyancy-
ominated regime, we found that the FTLE distribution is Gaussian
nd spatiall y homo geneous. Therefore, the average FTLE v alue for
he entire domain, λmean , is a rele v ant proxy to characterize the stir-
ing ef ficiency. Additionall y, we found that the associated standard
eviation of the FTLEs Gaussian distribution normalized by λmean 

s roughly constant with a value of ∼0.1. This allows one to predict
he entire distribution of the FTLEs, rather than just its average
alue. We av eraged λmean ov er 50 time steps after the computation
f the FTLEs has converged to an asymptotic distribution. This time
veraging is performed to account for temporal fluctuations of the
TLEs. Fig. 8 displays λmean as a function of Ra in the buoyancy-
ominated re gime. The observ ed dependence of λmean with Ra can
e fitted by the following expression: 

mean = (0 . 0084 ± 0 . 0002) Ra 0 . 734 ±0 . 001 . (14) 

For the solid mantle, previous studies established that the La-
rangian strain rate is proportional to the Reynolds number or the
MS velocity (Coltice & Schmalzl 2006 ; Samuel et al. 2011 ). How-
ver, in our case, the Lagrangian strain rate scales as ∼Ra 0.73 while
he Reynolds number scales as ∼Ra 0.5 . A major difference between
he solid mantle case and our simulations is the Prandtl number, con-
idered infinite for the first, while Pr = 1 for the latter. Therefore,
nertial effects could impact conv ectiv e stirring inside the domain
nd lead to the observed differences. 

To explain eq. ( 14 ) we computed the Eulerian strain rate in the
odel domain and analysed its spatial distribution. In practice, this

orresponds to the computation of the FTLEs for one time step,
ithout taking into account the entire trajectory of fluid parcels.
y doing so we identified domains where the deformation is max-

mum, as shown in Fig. 9 (a), an equatorial cut for a numerical
xperiment with Ra = 10 8 , Ek = 10 −2 . Regions where the Eu-
erian strain rate is particularly high are clearly visible (see also
lack ellipse) and they correspond to high convective heat trans-
ort (Fig. 9 b). Moreover, maxima of Eulerian strain rate are found
ithin a thin boundary layer at the base, and at the top, of the model
omain, as shown in Fig. 10 (a). To explain the occurrence and the
ocation of these maxima, we focused on the horizontal velocity
radients and located the maximum horizontal velocity gradients at
he beginning of a thin layer at the boundary in Fig. 10 (b). We refer
o these layers as ‘velocity gradient layers’. This velocity gradient
and associated FTLE increase) is a consequence of upwelling and
o wnwelling con v ectiv e str uctures. To satisfy the conser vation of
ass that requires a velocity divergence equal to zero, the radial

elocities associated with upwelling or downwelling currents are
e viated laterall y as they approach the boundaries of the domain,
hereby creating pure shear. This is visible in Fig. 10 (c) with roughly
onstant radial and horizontal velocity in the b ulk, b ut closer to the
oundaries the radial velocity decreases rapidly until it reaches 0,
hereas the horizontal velocity increases simultaneously. Regions

haracterized by pure shear, also called hyperbolic regions (Gurnis
986 ; Ottino 1989 ; Haller 2001 ), are known to yield the most effi-
ient stirring efficiency because pure shear leads to an exponential
ate of deformation. The presence of hyperbolic regions embedded
n the velocity gradient layers explains the sharp increase in stirring
fficiency in these areas, which control the global (averaged) effi-
iency depicted in Fig. 8 . In our numerical experiments, this velocity
radient is reinforced by the free-slip boundary conditions. No-slip
oundary conditions would create drag resistance at the boundaries,
lowing the horizontal velocities and possibly mitigating the veloc-
ty gradient responsible for the intense mixing we observed in these
egions. 

With this knowledge, we can attempt to replicate our scaling law
or λmean (eq. 14 ) using dimensional analysis. Since the FTLEs are
 measure of the Lagrangian strain rate their dimension is t −1 . We
herefore make the reasonable assumption that the strain rate scales
s the ratio of a conv ectiv e v elocity ov er a conv ectiv e length scale.
or the velocity scale, we use the convective Reynolds number,
hich is akin to the dimensionless conv ectiv e RMS v elocity and

cales with ∼Ra 1/2 (Fig. 5 b and eq. 13 ). We use the dimensionless
elocity gradient layer thickness δL or δU for the length scale, with
he superscripts L and U indicating the lower and upper boundary,
especti vel y. As discussed above, this choice for the length scale
s moti v ated b y the observ ation of regions with maximum stirring
fficiency located in the velocity gradient layers (Fig. 10 a). This
eads to: 

∼ Re c 
δ

. (15) 

To measure the thickness of the velocity gradient la yers, w e
se the radial profile of the laterally-averaged horizontal veloc-
ty, limiting ourselves to cases in the buoyancy-dominated regime
e.g. cases 1–2, 4–13, 16–19, 24–28 in Table A1 ). The velocity
radient layer thicknesses, determined using the depth where the
orizontal velocity gradient is maximal, scale as δU = (3.33 ±
.75) Ra −0.301 ± 0.0181 and δL = (2.93 ± 0.44) Ra −0.297 ± 0.020 , as seen
n Fig. 11 (a), where the uncertainties indicated correspond to one
tandard deviation. Using eq. ( 15 ) we obtain the two following
calings: 

∼ Re c 
δU 

= 0 . 054 Ra 0 . 798 λ ∼ Re c 
δL 

= 0 . 059 Ra 0 . 794 . (16) 

Considering the uncertainty determined for both δ and Re c , we
btain the 95 per cent confidence intervals (corresponding to two
tandard deviation uncertainty): 

∼ Re c 
δU 

= (0 . 054 ± 0 . 031) Ra 0 . 798 ±0 . 10 

∼ Re c 
δL 

= (0 . 059 ± 0 . 027) Ra 0 . 794 ±0 . 11 . (17) 

Fig. 11 (b) compares the above theoretical expressions, with the
caling derived from our numerical experiments (eq. 14 , dashed
lack line). The dependency of the FTLEs on the Rayleigh number
 λmean ∼ Ra 0.73 ) lies within the confidence intervals for both velocity
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Figure 9. (a) Equatorial cut of the Eulerian strain rate for Ra = 10 8 , Ek = 10 −2 and Pr = 1. The black ellipse highlights a zone of high stirring efficiency. (b) 
Equatorial cut of the temperature field for the same numerical experiment. The black ellipse highlights a rele v ant convecti ve structure. 

Figure 10. Results of a numerical experiment at Ra = 10 8 and Ek = 10 −2 . (a) Dimensionless radial profile of the horizontally averaged Eulerian strain rate. (b) 
Dimensionless radial profile of the horizontally averaged horizontal RMS velocity gradient for the same numerical experiment. The thicknesses of the velocity 
gradient layers are indicated by the red lines. (c) Dimensionless radial profile of the horizontally averaged horizontal and radial RMS velocities. 

Figure 11. (a) Velocity gradient layer thicknesses as a function of the Rayleigh number in the buoyanc y-dominated re gime. The solid lines are fits δL = 

2.93 Ra −0.297 and δU = 3.33 Ra −0.301 . (b) Ratio of the conv ectiv e Re ynolds number ov er the upper and low er boundary la yer thickness. The green and red areas 
represent the 95 per cent confidence intervals for both ratios. The black dashed line is the scaling for the av erage FTLE deriv ed from the numerical experiments. 
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gradient layers (eq. 17 ). Therefore, the scaling law derived from the 
numerical experiments is consistent with stirring being controlled 
by convection, with higher FTLE values located in the vicinity 
of activ e conv ectiv e structures and maximum stirring efficiency 
located in the velocity gradient layers. The above analysis provides 
an explanation for the differences between the scaling laws obtained 
here for the FTLEs and those pre viousl y deri ved for solid-state 
convection. 
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Figure 12. Regime diagram in the ( Ra , Ek ) space. The black rectangle 
indicates the range explored in our numerical experiments which can be 
extrapolated to terrestrial magma ocean’s conditions, that is the purple box 
(corresponding to Ek = 10 −16 − 10 −10 and Ra = 10 26 − 10 32 ). 
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Figure 13. Time evolution of the minimum length of heterogeneities in a 
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.5 Application to a terrestrial magma ocean 

o reach the conditions of a terrestrial magma ocean we need to ex-
rapolate our results over ∼15 orders of magnitude for the Rayleigh
umber and ∼10 orders of magnitude for the Ekman number. Fig. 12
hows the regime diagram for Ra up to 10 34 and Ek as low as 10 −18 

nd Pr = 1. The most plausible values of Ra and Ek for a magma
cean are indicated by a purple region, which includes Ra ∼ 10 28 

Solomatov 2015 ) and Ek ∼ 10 −13 (Maas et al. 2021 ). The purple
rea clearly shows that the weakly non-linear regime is not rele v ant,
hereas the buoyancy-dominated regime can correspond to ( Ra ,
k ) pairs appropriate for a terrestrial magma ocean. 
Similar methods of e xtrapolation hav e been used to study plane-

ary geodynamo in magneto-hydrodynamics numerical experiments
Christensen & Aubert 2006 ). Since we considered the buoyancy-
ominated regime of non-linear convection that is rele v ant for a
errestrial magma ocean, we can extrapolate the scaling laws de-
ived for the FTLEs. This enables us to deduce a mixing time for
assi ve hetero geneities in a terrestrial magma ocean. 

V igorously con v ectiv e flows with turbulent structures generate
ime-dependent and chaotic stirring, which is associated with re-
ions where the deformation is dominated by pure shear (Khakhar
t al. 1984 ; Haller 2001 ). Under these conditions, a passive, and
nitiall y spherical hetero geneity of size d 0 will stretch and shrink at
n exponential rate (Gurnis 1986 ; K ello gg & Turcotte 1987 ). Con-
idering the direction of maximum shrinking, the time evolution of
he size of a passive heterogeneity, d , writes: 

( t) = d 0 e 
−λt . (18) 

When the size of the shrinking heterogeneity becomes compara-
le to, or smaller than, the chemical diffusion length 

√ 

κc t , where

c is the chemical dif fusi vity, chemical dif fusion homo genizes the
eterogeneity with its surroundings, leading to complete mixing.
ollowing Gurnis ( 1986 ) we combine eq. ( 18 ) with the diffusion
ength, and obtain a criterion for a heterogeneity to be mixed by
iffusion: 
 

κc t ≥ d 0 e 
−λt , (19) 

hich can be used to derive the mixing time τ , corresponding to the
oment where the minimum size of shrinking heterogeneity equals

he diffusion length: 
√ 

κc τ = d 0 e −λτ . 
Initiall y spherical hetero geneities of 10 or 1000 km, evolving in

ur numerical experiment at Ra = 10 8 , Ek = 10 −2 and Pr = 1, would
e mixed in ∼890 Ma and ∼2.9 Ga, respecti vel y. This is consider-
bly larger than the life time of a magma ocean that can range from
undreds of years to a few tens of million years in the presence
f a thick atmosphere (Abe 1993 ; Lebrun et al. 2013 ; Solomatov
015 ). Ho wever , in a thick terrestrial magma ocean the Rayleigh
umber is approximately 20 orders of magnitude higher than that of
he solid-state mantle. This would result in a stirring efficiency ∼15
rders of magnitude larger (eq. 14 ), thereby reducing the mixing
ime of heterogeneities by approximately the same amount. 

In Fig. 13, we consider a magma ocean depth of 2000 km, Ra
 10 28 , Ek = 10 −11 , Pr = 1 and κc = 10 −10 m 

2 s −1 (Rubie et al.
003 ) and show the evolution of the minimum size distribution for
wo heterogeneities of initial length 10 and 1000 km. As mentioned
bove the knowledge of λ (from eq. 18 ) and the fact that the standard
eviation for the FTLE distribution corresponds to ∼0.1 λ allows
ne to reconstruct the entire Gaussian distribution of the FTLEs,
hich is then used to predict the evolution of the minimum size
istribution of passive mantle heterogeneities. 

The smaller heterogeneity is mixed within only 6 × 10 −6 to 10 −5 

r, or approximately 4 min. Similarly, the larger heterogeneity is
ixed in ∼5 min. Consequentl y, passi ve hetero geneities of an y size

re rapidly homogenized by conv ectiv e motions and cannot survive
n a convecting terrestrial magma ocean in this regime. Our results
rovide a first approximation for the time required to homogenize
assi ve hetero geneities in a vigorousl y convecting terrestrial magma
cean where rotation does not dominate the dynamics. This has
trong implications for the interpretation of geochemical data, since
e predict mixing times that are ∼7–8 orders of magnitudes smaller

han the life time of a terrestrial magma ocean in the fully liquid
tage (i.e. ∼10–1000 yr; Solomatov 2000 ; Lebrun et al. 2013 ). 

 D I S C U S S I O N  

odelling explicitly the extremely high Rayleigh number [ O (10 28 )]
nd low Ekman number [ O (10 −15 )] of a planetary magma ocean
s currently out of reach. Ho wever , fluid dynamics simulations can
ttain the flow regime rele v ant to a magma ocean even though the
air of ( Ra , Ek ) do not have the aforementioned values. In particular,
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once the system is in the buoyancy-dominated regime, the depen- 
dence of the results on Ek vanishes such that this parameter can be 
discarded, and our study has characterized the main dependence of 
mixing properties on Ra . 

The mixing time derived from our simulations implies passive 
heterogeneities had to form late enough in the crystallization se- 
quence of the magma ocean to ensure that they only underwent 
solid-state conv ection. Moreov er, no further magma ocean stage 
had to occur after the formation of the heterogeneities. If the en- 
ergy from a subsequent impact is large enough to remelt entirely 
the mantle, heterogeneities would evolve through a purely liquid 
convection phase, causing their rapid mixing. 

In the light of Hf–W systematics, our findings imply that the last 
major magma ocean stage occurred while 182 Hf was extant. The 
possibility that heterogeneous domains could form during crystal- 
lization of the magma ocean is supported by molecular dynam- 
ics simulations (Deng & Stixrude 2021 ) showing that Hf is more 
compatible than W. There is still debate on how proceeded the 
solidification of the magma ocean, namely ‘bottom up’ (Andrault 
et al. 2011 ) or from mid-depth (Stixrude et al. 2009 ; Boukar é et al. 
2015 ), however the presence of a basal magma ocean (Labrosse et al. 
2007 ) and its crystallization would lead to heterogeneous tungsten 
anomalies (Deng & Stixrude 2021 ). Alternati vel y, core formation 
has been invoked to explain Hf–W observations. Hf is a lithophile 
element, while W is moderately siderophile, therefore the metal- 
lic core (Hf-poor, W-rich) is a reservoir with a strongl y negati ve 
μ182 W (Touboul et al. 2012 ). A key issue is then how to transfer 
a ‘core signature’ to the lowermost mantle. High pressure experi- 
ments (Yoshino et al. 2020 ) suggest that it is possible to transfer W 

from the core to the mantle because g rain boundar y diffusion of W 

is a fast and strongly temperature-dependent process. This supports 
the idea that a fraction of a lowermost mantle might be thermally and 
chemically equilibrated with the core. Following Mundl-Petermeier 
et al. ( 2020 ), the existence of a core–mantle equilibrated reservoir 
could explain the μ182 W anomalies found in modern OIB, since an 
entrainment of only 0.3 per cent would be sufficient to create the 
observed W anomalies in hotspot lavas. 

Our models did not account for the presence of active hetero- 
geneities (i.e. heterogeneities associated with different material 
properties than the surrounding fluid) that could affect the flow 

dynamics. Indeed, viscosity or density differences associated with 
heterogeneities may alter the flow regime, resulting in different 
mixing times. Ho wever , we expect that these effects will not appre- 
ciably change our conclusions, because our mixing time estimates 
are on the order of a few minutes, which is negligible with respect 
to the lifetime of a fully liquid magma ocean (i.e. at least 1000 yr). 
Therefore, acti ve hetero geneities would have to affect the stirring ef- 
ficiency b y man y orders of magnitude to invalidate our conclusions. 
Another limitation is the fixed Prandtl number of 1 used in our study. 
This value of Pr is plausible for terrestrial magma oceans and it sim- 
plifies the comparison with other 3-D spherical convection studies 
(e.g. Gastine et al. 2016 ). The large plausible range of magma ocean 
viscosities, can result in either lower and larger Pr v alues. Howe ver, 
this is out of the scope of this current work, and characterizing the 
effect of the Prandtl number on our results will be deferred to a 
forthcoming study . Lastly , the estimated mixing times are associ- 
ated with a buoyanc y-dominated re gime of non-linear convection, 
which represents only a part of the regimes rele v ant to a terrestrial 
magma ocean, as seen in Fig. 12 . Magma ocean’s conditions could 
also correspond to regimes where the Coriolis force strikes a bal- 
ance with the buoyancy force or dominates over it, as depicted in 
Figs 3 (b) and ( c), respecti vel y. The ef fect of the Coriolis force is 
to change the structure of the flow, because the rotating circulation 
de viates the convecti ve structures and creates conv ectiv e columns 
(Wang et al. 2021 ), possibl y af fecting the mixing efficiency. This 
will be the focus of a future study. 

5  C O N C LU S I O N S  

We conducted numerical simulations, in a rotating spherical shell 
with free-slip boundary conditions, to characterize conv ectiv e mix- 
ing for turbulent convection, and applied it to a terrestrial magma 
ocean. Our numerical experiments covered Rayleigh numbers from 

10 3 to 10 9 and Ekman numbers from 10 −5 to 10 −1 with a fixed 
Prandtl number of 1, focusing on the buoyancy-dominated regime 
of a fully molten magma ocean with important inertial effects. 

We observed that this regime is similar to classical Rayleigh–
B énard convection. The characteristics of the flow follow the same 
scaling as the one derived from previous theoretical, experimental 
and numerical studies, that is Nu ∼ Ra 1/3 and Re c ∼ Ra 1/2 . The 
regime is bounded by Ra ≥ 10 Ek −2 (Fig. 7 ) and beyond this limit, 
the influence of rotational effects becomes important. 

For a buoyancy-dominated magma ocean, stirring is controlled 
by the intensity of convection. We observed that stirring efficiency 
is contained within velocity gradient layers located close to the inner 
and outer boundaries, where the transition from radial to horizontal 
velocities creates hyperbolic regions and large velocity gradients 
that promote deformation. This effect is enhanced by the free-slip 
boundary conditions we considered. 

Away from the domain boundaries, the stirring efficiency is spa- 
tiall y homo geneous and follows a Gaussian distribution. The latter 
is well described by a po wer la w λmean = 0.008 Ra 0.734 with a constant 
standard deviation of ∼0.1 λmean observed for all our experiments. 
This relationship between the conv ectiv e vigour and the stirring 
efficiency is due to the fact that the average Lagrangian strain rate 
λmean scales as the ratio of conv ectiv e v elocities to the thickness of 
the velocity gradient layers, where the deformation is maximum. 

Our results indicate that for a liquid terrestrial magma ocean in 
the buoyanc y-dominated re gime, stirring is homogeneous and ex- 
tremel y ef ficient. In this context, passi ve hetero geneities of 1000 km, 
a length comparable to the thickness of a global magma ocean, are 
mixed within ∼5 min, which is considerably shorter than the life- 
time of a terrestrial magma ocean in the fully molten stage (i.e. at 
most ∼1000 yr). Hence, our model favours scenarios where geo- 
chemical heterogeneities do not survive global liquid magma ocean 
stages, but may instead result from late accretion processes or from 

core–mantle interactions. 
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A
 P P E N D I X :  S I M U L AT I O N S  
Table A1. Quantities of interest for the numerical experiments conducted in this study. Measurements of the boundary layer thickness are 
limited to cases [1–2, 9–13, 17–19, 24–28]. Other cases were either not rele v ant (i.e. they did not pertain to the buoyancy-dominated regime) 
or lacked sufficient points at the same Ra values to allow for robust scalings. The computation of λmean was not performed for several cases 
in the buoyantly dominated regime ( [10, 14–15, 21–23, 32–33] ) because of the associated prohibitive computational time. Additionally, 
λmean was not computed for most cases outside of the buoyancy-dominated regime [29–31, 39–50]. 

Case number Ra Ek Nu Re c δL δU V rms λmean nr × l 

1 10 7 10 −1 17.91 587.95 0.0293 0.0256 623.1 1195.5 300 × 88 
2 10 8 10 −1 40.03 1793.8 0.0123 0.0117 1874.5 6293.0 320 × 133 
3 5 × 10 4 10 −2 2.79 41.16 – – 41.44 24.3 200 × 66 
4 10 5 10 −2 3.84 61.09 0.1073 0.1031 60.54 42.2 200 × 66 
5 1.8 × 10 5 10 −2 4.94 85.67 0.0842 0.0832 82.76 66.1 200 × 66 
6 2.3 × 10 5 10 −2 5.44 95.09 0.0839 0.0819 95.38 88.9 200 × 66 
7 2.8 × 10 5 10 −2 5.80 105.36 0.0712 0.0674 103.15 88.4 200 × 66 
8 4 × 10 5 10 −2 6.48 125.73 0.0691 0.0637 122.18 112.1 200 × 66 
9 10 6 10 −2 8.64 201.10 0.0508 0.0498 202.03 207.4 200 × 88 
10 5 × 10 6 10 −2 12.71 436.53 0.0346 0.0315 441.30 – 220 × 88 
11 10 7 10 −2 17.68 606.63 0.0250 0.0237 613.17 1161.5 220 × 88 
12 5 × 10 7 10 −2 30.11 1285.38 0.0182 0.0142 1267.04 – 300 × 133 
13 10 8 10 −2 40.00 1788.85 0.0119 0.0116 1794.10 6541.3 350 × 133 
14 5 × 10 4 5 × 10 −3 1.7 22.67 – – 22.41 – 200 × 66 
15 10 5 5 × 10 −3 2.8 47.54 – – 48.09 – 200 × 66 
16 10 6 5 × 10 −3 8.3 195.45 0.0471 0.0510 193.22 193.0 200 × 88 
17 10 7 5 × 10 −3 17.30 591.61 0.0295 0.0241 601.23 1124.8 220 × 100 
18 10 8 5 × 10 −3 40.35 1822.09 0.0118 0.0109 1835.67 6314.8 350 × 133 
19 10 8 2.5 × 10 −3 39.80 1754.99 0.0131 0.0098 1741.04 6307.1 350 × 133 
20 10 6 10 −3 4.02 145.60 – – 145.60 125.8 220 × 88 
21 2.5 × 10 6 10 −3 101.33 – – 104.28 – 220 × 88 
22 5 × 10 6 10 −3 11.00 422.60 – – 421.75 – 220 × 88 
23 7.5 × 10 6 10 −3 498.09 – – 499.78 – 220 × 88 
24 10 7 10 −3 15.70 600.04 0.0231 0.0260 600.19 1096.8 220 × 100 
25 2.5 × 10 7 10 −3 20.70 796.24 0.0192 0.0161 796.24 2203.1 300 × 133 
26 5 × 10 7 10 −3 29.03 1170.57 0.0151 0.0165 1170.57 3545.7 300 × 133 
27 10 8 10 −3 39.15 1666.13 0.0121 0.0129 1,666.13 6234.4 350 × 133 
28 5 × 10 8 10 −3 72.50 3800.00 0.0075 0.0070 3800.00 20422.9 350 × 133 
29 10 6 7.5 × 10 −4 2.90 129.54 – – 128.19 – 220 × 88 
30 5 × 10 6 7.5 × 10 −4 9.10 529.15 – – 531.09 – 220 × 100 
31 10 7 7.5 × 10 −4 13.60 744.31 – – 728.92 – 300 × 133 
32 5 × 10 7 7.5 × 10 −4 26.00 1140.18 – – 1137.9 – 350 × 133 
33 10 8 5 × 10 −4 36.41 1618.64 – – 1621.01 – 350 × 133 
34 10 8 2.5 × 10 −4 32.70 2353.72 – – 2382.65 5521.6 350 × 133 
35 10 7 10 −4 2.33 330.05 – - 333.42 188.1 350 × 133 
36 5 × 10 7 10 −4 11.45 1281.03 – – 1254.09 1622.3 350 × 133 
37 7.5 × 10 7 10 −4 15.70 1570.99 – – 1601.54 2477.0 350 × 133 
38 10 8 10 −4 20.20 1775.39 – – 1775.97 3350.6 400 × 150 
39 2.5 × 10 8 10 −4 39.70 3233.57 – – 3282.39 – 420 × 150 
40 5 × 10 8 10 −4 51.00 4483.30 – – 4498.24 – 420 × 180 
41 10 9 10 −4 77.50 5422.18 – – 5484.67 – 450 × 180 
42 10 8 5 × 10 −5 10.44 1788.85 – – 1718.44 – 400 × 150 
43 2.5 × 10 8 5 × 10 −5 22.97 3046.31 – – 3029.92 – 420 × 150 
44 5 × 10 8 5 × 10 −5 38.18 3780.74 – – 3804.07 – 420 × 180 
45 10 8 2.5 × 10 −5 3.80 1513.94 – – 1518.53 – 400 × 150 
46 5 × 10 8 2.5 × 10 −5 20.58 4898.98 – – 4836.79 – 450 × 150 
47 10 9 2.5 × 10 −5 36.67 6693.28 – – 6664.02 – 480 × 200 
48 2.5 × 10 8 10 −5 3.03 2144.76 – – 2103.11 – 450 × 250 
49 5 × 10 8 10 −5 6.33 3898.72 – – 3894.77 – 450 × 250 
50 10 9 10 −5 14.45 6403.12 – – 6410.42 – 450 × 300 
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